Double Victimization in the Workplace: Why Observers Condemn Passive Victims of Sexual Harassment
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Five studies explore observers’ condemnation of passive victims. Studies 1 and 2 examine the role of observers’ behavioral forecasts in condemning passive victims of sexual harassment. Observers generally predicted that they would engage in greater confrontation than victims typically do. More importantly, the more confrontation participants predicted they would engage in, the more they condemned the passive victim, and the less willing they were to recommend the victim for a job and to work with her. Study 3 identifies the failure to consider important motivations likely experienced by victims—and that contribute to their passivity—as an important driver of behavioral forecasting errors. Having forecasters reflect on motivations normally experienced but not typically forecast produced behavioral predictions that were more consistent with the actual passive behavior of sexual harassment victims. Studies 4 and 5 reduce condemnation of passive sexual harassment victims by highlighting important motivations likely experienced by those victims (Study 4) and by having participants recall a past experience of not acting when being intimidated in the workplace, a situation related but distinct from sexual harassment (Study 5). The results from these studies add insights into the causes and consequences of victim condemnation and help explain why passivity in the face of harassment—the predominant response—is subject to so much scorn.
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Introduction

In the 1991 Senate confirmation hearings regarding Clarence Thomas’ appointment to the Supreme Court, Anita Hill testified that she had been sexually harassed by Thomas during his tenure as head of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. She testified that despite being harassed numerous times years before, at no point did she confront Thomas about his behavior or take any action against the harassment (see Fitzgerald et al. 1995). Her claim of repeated sexual harassment and perpetual inaction led to public suspicion with and condemnation of Anita Hill. Indeed, numerous polls of the general public conducted during the hearings found that the majority of respondents did not believe or trust Anita Hill; they simply could not imagine that someone would put up with such sustained harassment for so long and not say or do anything (see Fitzgerald et al. 1995).

In interpreting and evaluating Anita Hill’s behavior, many people may have asked themselves one simple question: “How would I have behaved if I were in that situation?” That is, they may have forecasted what their own behavior would be like in that situation when forming an impression of Anita Hill (Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001, Balcetis and Dunning 2008). The problem with using this method to evaluate others, however, is that individuals are generally poor forecasters of what their behavior would be like: they tend to overestimate the extent to which they would act in a socially desirable manner. People typically predict more action and reaction than they actually engage in, especially when taking action is a socially acceptable response (Diekmann et al. 2003, Epley and Dunning 2000).

We argue that because people tend to forecast more action and reaction than they actually engage in, using
Sexual Harassment in the Workplace

Sexual harassment is defined as unwanted sex-related behavior that is perceived by the targets/victims to be offensive and threatening (Fitzgerald et al. 1997). According to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, sexual harassment includes “unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature…when this conduct explicitly or implicitly affects an individual’s employment, unreasonably interferes with an individual’s work performance or creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.”1 According to various accounts, approximately 50% of women experience some form of sexual harassment in the workplace over their career (Fitzgerald et al. 1988, Schneider et al. 1997).

Sexual harassment has many potential costs to the victims, including reduced job satisfaction, organizational commitment, job performance, and productivity and increased depression, anxiety, and work withdrawal because of the harassment (i.e., lateness, absenteeism, neglectfulness), as well as lower immune responses (see Cortina and Magley 2003, Fitzgerald et al. 1997, Glomb et al. 1999, Schneider et al. 1997, Willness et al. 2007). Many of these aforementioned costs prove to be expensive for the organization as a whole even before one considers the costs due to litigation, negative publicity, and difficulty in hiring and retaining employees (Lengnick-Hall 1995).

One of the biggest impediments to reducing sexual harassment is that victims typically do not take action against such harassment (e.g., confronting the harasser or reporting the incident) (Fitzgerald et al. 1988, 1995). Without knowledge of such sexual harassment, it is difficult for organizations to rectify the problem when it exists. As Perry et al. (1997, p. 458) argue,

Organizations generally do not act on sexual harassment until an employee actively responds to the harassment (e.g., confronts the harasser, reports the problem to an organizational representative) . . . . If women do not actively respond to sexual harassment, the harassment may persist and their personal and professional lives may suffer (Crull 1982, Gutek and Koss 1993).

When no action is taken, organizational leaders are likely unaware of the behavior and thus do not take steps to stop the harassment. As a result, the harasser does not get feedback that the behavior is inappropriate, and the problem persists (Perry et al. 1997). Victim passivity can reduce awareness that there is a problem and prevent organizational action that could end the harassing situation and start the recovery process for the victim (Munson et al. 2000). Such passivity may also contribute to the perseverance of sexual harassment myths, defined as “attitudes and beliefs that are generally false but are widely and persistently held, and that serve to deny and justify male sexual harassment of women” (Lonsway et al. 2008, p. 600). These myths may include such beliefs that the harassment victim, when she eventually speaks up, may be making up or exaggerating her claims, or if the harassment is believed to have occurred, that the victim may have enjoyed it or was responsible for the harassment (Lonsway et al. 2008).

The Costs of Acting and the Incentives Toward Passivity

It is not surprising, though, that so few victims take action. Reporting sexual harassment often does not improve job, psychological, and health outcomes, and it may even prove harmful, possibly resulting in retaliation and even greater psychological distress and lower job satisfaction for the victim (Bergman et al. 2002). As Sbraga and O’Donohue (2000) argue, sexual harassment victims face a double bind or dilemma. On the one hand, assertive responses such as confronting the harasser or reporting the incident establish that the incident occurred and are consistent with what the general public views as appropriate responses
(Colatosti and Karg 1992). On the other hand, confronting the harasser or reporting the incident often leads to retaliation, public scrutiny, and negative psychological and physical symptoms.

The majority of female sexual harassment victims resolve this dilemma by staying passive. By doing so, however, they may unknowingly set themselves up for condemnation by others who perceive the victim’s passive response to sexual harassment as weakness. Such condemnation adds to the victim’s already heavy costs (psychological and physical harm). Passive victims become victims twice over, bearing the costs of the harassment as well as the costs of condemnation by coworkers who observe the harassment and the victim’s passive response to it. Such condemnation and negative evaluation by coworkers can have an additional negative effect on the quality of the victims’ interpersonal relationships in the workplace, their reputation, and their job satisfaction, commitment, and performance, and it may lead to greater experience of stress in the workplace (Duffy et al. 2002, Liden et al. 2000, Rook 1992).

Condemnation of passive victims can have direct, significant costs to the organization as well. Indeed, condemnation by coworkers and others in the organization is one aspect of social undermining in organizations (Vinokur and van Ryn 1993), which has been defined as “behavior intended to hinder, over time, the ability to establish and maintain positive interpersonal relationships, work-related success, and favorable reputation” (Duffy et al. 2002, p. 332). Duffy et al. (2002) demonstrated that social undermining is related to reduced organizational commitment, increased counterproductive behavior (e.g., theft, workplace sabotage, unnecessary absences, reduced effort), and decreased subjective well-being.

It is this condemnation by others of a victim’s passive response to sexual harassment on which we focus in this paper. In the next two sections, we discuss the role of behavioral forecasts and forecasting errors in the condemnation process and how reducing such forecasting errors can reduce condemnation of passive victims of sexual harassment.

Forecasting Errors

Research on behavioral forecasting suggests that people are not very accurate in predicting their future behaviors. People are only moderately accurate in predicting their future choices and decisions (Diekmann et al. 2003, Vallone et al. 1990), from staying up all night to going to the dentist (Osberg and Shrauger 1986). People also tend to be overconfident in their self-predictions (Griffin et al. 1990). Indeed, in one study, Vallone et al. (1990) found that when people were 100% certain that they would engage in a behavior, they actually engaged in that behavior only 77% of the time.

Our forecasts are often overly optimistic, from predicting how quickly we can accomplish goals and tasks (Buehler et al. 1994, 1997; Newby-Clark et al. 2000) to forecasting success in achieving desired outcomes (Gilovich et al. 1993). This optimistic bias is most clearly evident when people make predictions about engaging in socially desirable behaviors or situations that have moral overtones (Balceitis and Dunning 2008, Epley and Dunning 2000, Tenbrunsel et al. 2010). For instance, Epley and Dunning (2000) found that participants overestimated how likely they were to buy daffodils to benefit the American Cancer Society, to cooperate in a social dilemma, or to donate money to various charitable organizations. These participants overestimated how strongly their behavior would be influenced by moral sentiments (i.e., their best of intentions) and underestimated how influenced they would be by self-interested concerns. Indeed, going back to the Milgram (1974) and Asch (1951) studies on obedience and conformity, many observers believed that they themselves would never bend to the social pressures embedded in the experiments, when in fact a substantial proportion of actual participants were obedient to experimenters and conformed to the invalid judgments of their peers. What is particularly pernicious about this optimistic bias in self-prediction is that people are generally unaware that they are susceptible to or even are making these errors (Epley and Dunning 2006).

Such behavioral forecasting errors also occur in interpersonal conflict situations. Diekmann et al. (2003) found that when forecasting, negotiators faced with a competitive versus noncompetitive negotiation opponent overestimated how competitive they would be. Negotiators who imagined facing a very competitive opponent predicted that they would counter this with their own competitive ferocity, but people actually negotiating against a very competitive opponent became timid and concessionary.

Particularly germane to the current investigation, Woodzicka and LaFrance (2001) examined reactions to real versus imagined sexual harassment in a job interview context. They found that women who were asked to imagine a situation where a male interviewer asked sexually harassing questions predicted they would directly confront the harasser by telling the interviewer it was none of his business, refusing to answer the questions, getting up and leaving, or even reporting the incident. However, in actuality, not one of the women who experienced this harassing behavior took any of these actions against the harasser. Whereas research using hypothetical harassment situations has found that women believe they would report or confront the harasser (Baker et al. 1990), evidence suggests that in actual sexual harassment cases, women tend not to do so (Fitzgerald et al. 1995, Gruber and Bjorn 1982, Gutek 1985).
Why are people inaccurate when forecasting what they would do in certain situations? Various related explanations for these forecasting errors have been identified. Forecasting errors may result from how people perceive their future or imagined self (Sherman 1989). One important reason for these attributions is the availability of information available to them. People focus on the observable behavior and do not appreciate the transient motivations inspired by the specific situation. Thus, the situation melts away, and all the constraints that bind action are psychologically minimized in evaluations. In essence, observers make strong inferences because the behavior itself, even when it involves nonaction, is the most salient information available to them.

The fundamental attribution error provides insight into why passive victims are often interpersonally condemned. Indeed, in the case of sexual harassment, victims are often blamed for their circumstances, and it is common for observers to attribute responsibility for the behavior to the victim (DeJudicibus and McCabe 2001, Kenig and Ryan 1986, Valentine-French and Radtke 1989). One important reason for these attributions is that victims often remain passive and do not take action.
against the harassment (Fitzgerald et al. 1995). Indeed, research has shown that victims are held more responsible for the sexual harassment, particularly by female observers, when the victim acquiesced to the harasser’s demands than when the victim resisted (Smirles 2004).

Understanding how the fundamental attribution error can contribute to the interpersonal condemnation of passive victims also provides pathways for preventing this condemnation. People focus on the offending behavior and ignore the situational constraints and hidden motivations that help to determine behavior. For example, making situational factors visually salient causes people to see the situational constraints and to incorporate them into their social inferences (Storms 1973). Because normally the passive behavior itself is salient, it leads to strong dispositional inferences and condemning judgments of this passivity. However, if people can turn their attention to focus on the situation and the motivations likely activated by this situation, they should make less strong dispositional inferences because they will appreciate how the situation and its motivations created passivity. Therefore, interpersonal condemnation should decrease.

The present research contributes to this research by examining an important mechanism underlying interpersonal condemnation. Specifically, we examine whether highlighting the important motivations likely experienced in the actual situation may help improve the accuracy of forecasters’ construals of the situation and, as a result, align forecasts more with actual behavior and consequently reduce interpersonal condemnation. By doing so, we identify one method whereby organizations may be able to mitigate some of the costs of sexual harassment and the condemnation passive sexual harassment victims face in the workplace. We also show that when people have information about the situation they are evaluating, such as when they recall a past experience of intimidation in the workplace and why they remained passive, they are less likely to condemn the passive sexual harassment victim.

The Present Research

The present research seeks to accomplish three goals. First, Studies 1 and 2 explore the interpersonal and judgmental consequences of behavioral forecasts in a sexual harassment context. Second, Study 3 examines a possible method to align behavioral forecasts with actual behavior, thereby shedding light on an important possible cause of behavioral forecasting errors: the failure to consider important motivations likely experienced in the actual situation. Third, Studies 4 and 5 examine methods to reduce condemnation of passive victims. Specifically, Study 4 explores whether having observers of sexual harassment reflect on important motivations likely experienced in the actual situation, but not typically considered in forecasts, reduces derogation of the passive sexual harassment victim. Finally, Study 5 investigates whether recalling an experience when one was a passive victim of intimidation—related, but not identical to sexual harassment—would reduce derogation of a passive sexual harassment victim. We studied female participants across our studies because they provide a conservative test of our hypotheses—women are likely to have a better understanding of and appreciation for the experience faced by the sexual harassment victim.

Study 1: Behavioral Forecasting Errors and Interpersonal Condemnation

Study 1 presents participants with a target of sexual harassment who behaved exactly as the vast majority of participants behaved when actually faced with the sexual harasser in the study by Woodzicka and LaFrance (2001), with that behavior exhibiting much less action or confrontation than the behavior predicted by forecasters in the same study. We predicted that observers’ forecasts of confrontation would underlie a punitive, condemning reaction to victims who did not confront the harasser.

Method

Participants. Participants were 47 female undergraduates enrolled in a business course. The mean age of participants was 21.3 years, and they had an average of six months of full-time work experience.

Procedure. Participants read a scenario about a job interview. The scenario, which was adapted from Woodzicka and LaFrance (2001), described a situation wherein a female student being interviewed for a job on campus was asked three sexually harassing questions by a male interviewer, questions most women considered to be sexually harassing during a job interview (see Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001). Specifically, participants were asked to read the following:

A female student named Karen was being interviewed for a research assistant position on campus. She was being interviewed by a male (age 32) in an office on campus. During the course of the interview, the male interviewer asked Karen the following questions:

1. Do you have a boyfriend?
2. Do people find you desirable?
3. Do you think it is important for women to wear bras to work?

Participants then were told that the female candidate (Karen) answered all three questions. By doing so, she responded passively and did not directly confront the harasser (see Gruber 1989, Knapp et al. 1997).
**Behavioral Forecasting Measure.** After reading the scenario, participants were asked the open-ended question, “If you had been the candidate, how specifically would you have responded if you were asked these same three questions during the interview?” and were provided space to write their responses.

**Interpersonal Evaluation and Recommendation.** Participants were asked to provide their overall impression of the candidate (1 = very unfavorable, 7 = very favorable). They were also asked to make a recommendation. Specifically, they were told, “You have been asked to make a recommendation on whether or not to hire [the candidate] for the research assistant position. Please indicate how strongly and positively you would recommend [the candidate]” (1 = not at all, 7 = very).

**Results and Discussion**

For the open-ended forecast question, “If you had been the candidate, how specifically would you have responded if you were asked these same three questions during the interview?” two raters coded responses (Cohen’s kappa = 0.73; remaining differences were resolved through discussion) using a modified version of Woodzicka and LaFrance’s (2001) classification scheme (see also Gruber 1989, Gutek 1993). This classification scheme included 13 different responses that were based on responses of a separate group of participants (N = 20) who were given the same sexual harassment scenario and rated the degree of confrontation of each of the 13 responses using a seven-point scale (1 = not at all confrontational, 7 = very confrontational). The order of responses is listed in Table 1. Telling the interviewer off was rated the most confrontational (mean = 6.40, SD = 1.14), and answering all the questions in the Woodzicka and LaFrance’s (2001) study was rated the lowest confrontational (mean = 1.90, SD = 1.71).

Table 1 reports the percentage of participants who indicated they would engage in each of the 13 responses; because participants could indicate whether they would engage in more than one of these behaviors, we report the behavior with the highest-rated confrontation. Eighty-three percent of all participants predicted they would confront the interviewer more than the candidate did in the scenario; that is, only 8 of 47 participants (17%) predicted they would behave as the candidate did, i.e., by answering all the questions and thus doing nothing against the harassment. Indeed, this is how the majority of participants acted who actually faced this harassment in the Woodzicka and LaFrance (2001) study.

Analyses revealed a significant negative relationship between these open-ended forecasts and overall impression of the candidate (B = −0.11, SE = 0.05, t = −2.27, p = 0.03). We also found a significant negative relationship between these open-ended forecasts and their recommendation of the candidate for the research assistant position (B = −0.11, SE = 0.05, t = −2.14, p = 0.04).

The more confrontation participants forecast for themselves, the more they condemned the candidate: they evaluated her more negatively and were less likely to recommend her for the position. These results suggest that observers have negative impressions of victims who do not behave as they imagine they themselves would behave, despite the fact that their actual behavior would likely be a far cry from those forecasts. These results shed light on an important consequence of erroneous behavioral forecasts—a contemptuous view of others.

**Study 2: Social Distancing**

Study 2 focuses on the organizational consequences of passive victim condemnation. Specifically, we anticipated that observers’ contempt of a passive victim may result in social distancing from and reduced cooperation with such coworkers (Melwani and Barsade 2011). Study 2 examines observers’ willingness to work with the passive victim and whether their overall impression of the victim mediates the relationship between their forecasts and (1) their recommendation and (2) their willingness to work with her.

**Method**

Participants. Participants were 81 women collected from an online subject pool. The mean age of participants was 35 years, and they had an average of 98 months of full-time work experience.
Procedure. Participants were presented the same sexual harassment job interview scenario that was used in Study 1.

Behavioral Forecasting Measure. As in Study 1, after reading the scenario, participants were asked the open-ended question, “If you had been the candidate, how specifically would you have responded if you were asked these same three questions during the interview?” and were provided space to write their responses. Responses were coded as in Study 1.

Interpersonal Evaluation and Behaviors. Participants were asked to provide their overall impression of the candidate (1 = very unfavorable, 7 = very favorable). They were also asked to make a recommendation and were told that their recommendation would determine whether or not the candidate would be hired. Finally, participants were asked about their willingness to work with the candidate. Specifically, they were asked, “You have been asked the extent to which you would be willing to work on an important work project together with [the candidate] if she is hired, where your joint performance would affect your own annual performance evaluation. How willing are you to work with [the candidate]?” (1 = not at all, 7 = very).

Results and Discussion

There was a significant negative relationship between participants’ open-ended forecasts and their overall impression of the candidate (B = −0.14, SE = 0.06, t = −2.61, p = 0.01). The more confrontation participants forecast for themselves, the more negative their evaluation of the candidate. There was also a significant negative relationship between these forecasts and their recommendation of the candidate for the research assistant position (B = −0.15, SE = 0.06, t = −2.49, p = 0.02) and their willingness to work with the candidate (B = −0.14, SE = 0.07, t = −1.99, p = 0.05).

Next, we tested whether overall impression mediated the relationship between participant’s forecasts and their behaviors (recommendation of and willingness to work with the candidate). For recommendation of the candidate for the job, when overall impression was added to the regression, the effect for overall impression was significant (B = 0.74, SE = 0.09, t = 8.06, p = 0.001), whereas the effect for participant’s forecast became nonsignificant (B = −0.04, SE = 0.05, t = −0.95, n.s.), indicating that overall impression mediated the relationship between forecasts and recommendation. We found the same mediating relationship for willingness to work with the candidate. When overall impression was added to the regression, the effect for overall impression was significant (B = 0.69, SE = 0.12, t = 5.78, p = 0.001), whereas the effect for participant’s forecasts became nonsignificant (B = −0.04, SE = 0.06, t = −0.64, n.s.), indicating that overall impression mediated the relationship between forecasts and willingness to work with the candidate if hired.

The results of Study 2 support and extend the results of Study 1 by demonstrating that the more confrontation participants forecast for themselves, the more they condemned the passive victim by evaluating her more negatively and the more they excluded her socially, as measured by their willingness to work with the victim if hired.

Study 3: Reducing Behavioral Forecasting Errors

One question that arises from the results of Studies 1 and 2 is whether and how the condemnation driven by behavioral forecasts can be attenuated. We believe reducing behavioral forecasting errors may be one way to help reduce the interpersonal condemnation exhibited in Studies 1 and 2. Aligning forecast with actual behavior could also provide a more supportive climate for passive victims. If people truly realize that they would likely do nothing after being asked sexually harassing questions in a job interview instead of their unrealistic predictions of engaging in more socially desirable confrontation, they may be less likely to condemn the passive victim.

Study 3 explores whether making salient the likely motivations experienced by the harassment victim would lead people’s forecasts to be more similar to the behaviors of individuals who actually face that situation. By highlighting important motivations that are likely experienced in the actual situation, observers may be better able to construe accurately the actual situation.

In a job interview context in which sexually harassing questions are asked, forecasters are likely to overlook the important motivations of getting the job (a context-specific motivation) and getting along with others (a more general motivation argued to be important in most social interactions; see Baumeister and Leary 1995) that are likely present in the actual situation. Actually confronting a harasser in this context can be difficult both because applicants want to get offered the job and because confronting someone for their bad behavior causes a breach in typical social decorum that could negatively affect their reputation and/or social status in the work group (O’Leary-Kelly et al. 2000). This is consistent with Swim and Hyers (1999), who examined predicted versus actual responses to sexist remarks and who argued that people do not accurately anticipate the costs of confronting and taking action against such comments (e.g., social censure for being impolite and possible retaliation). We argue, however, that these social costs become more apparent in the actual situation. Indeed, a separate group of 18 individuals was asked to predict what their motivations would be if faced with the sexual harassment job interview situation, using the exact
same scenario used by Woodzicka and LaFrance (2001); only 4 of 18 (22%) individuals indicated that getting the job would be an important motivation, and only 2 (11%) indicated that getting along would be an important motivation.

We predicted that individuals asked to reflect on either a context-specific motivation (need to get the job) or general motivation (need to get along with others) will be less likely to predict that they would confront a sexual harasser; that is, their predictions will be more in line with the actual behavior of individuals in this situation than individuals who are not asked to reflect on these motivations.

Method

Participants and Design. Fifty-nine female undergraduate business majors participated in the study. The design of the study was a single-factor, between-participants design with three levels of the manipulated variable: specific motivation (getting a job) reflection, general motivation (getting along) reflection, and no motivation reflection baseline.

Procedure. All participants read the same basic scenario from Study 1, but this time they were asked to imagine that they were being interviewed for a job and were asked the three sexually harassing questions during the interview. Prior to reading or knowing about the scenario, approximately two-thirds of the participants received an experimental manipulation that highlighted a particular motivation by asking participants to complete a reflection task. All participants then read the harassment scenario and were asked how they would respond to being asked the harassing questions.

We manipulated the motivation reflection participants received prior to reading the scenario (specific, general, or no reflection). Participants in the no reflection condition (analogous to that faced by participants in the Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001 study) did not complete the reflection task and were simply asked to read the job interview scenario (see below) and complete the questions concerning their predicted behaviors. Participants in the specific motivation reflection condition were first asked to imagine that they were interviewing for a research assistant position and to spend two minutes thinking about how important it was for them to get the job. Participants in the general motivation reflection condition were first asked to imagine that they were interviewing for a research assistant position and to spend two minutes thinking about how important it was for them to get along with others. Those participants who were asked to reflect on a particular motivation were then given space to provide some written thoughts.

Sexual Harassment Scenario. Next, participants were given the same scenario used by Woodzicka and LaFrance (2001) that mirrored the observer version used in Study 1. Participants were asked to read the following:

Imagine that you are interviewing for a research assistant position. You are being interviewed by a male (age 32) in an office on campus. Below are several of the questions that he asks you during the course of the interview. Please read each question and indicate how you would respond and feel. Write how you think you would react, not how you think you should react. Indicate how you would actually behave, think, and/or feel.

Participants were asked to anticipate what actions they would take when asked the three sexually harassing questions during the interview: (1) Do you have a boyfriend? (2) Do people find you desirable? (3) Do you think it is important for women to wear bras to work?

Behavioral Forecasts. Participants were asked how likely they would be to take the following actions (some of the actions identified by forecasters in the Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001 study): ignore the question and do nothing against the harassment, tell the interviewer it is none of his business, get up and leave the interview, and report the incident to the supervisor. Ignoring the harassing nature of the questions and doing nothing against the harassment is the most common response by actual sexual harassment victims (see Gruber 1989, Gutek 1993, Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001). Telling the interviewer it is none of his business, getting up and leaving the interview, and reporting the incident to the supervisor are all behaviors that confront the interviewer/harasser and are behaviors in which actual sexual harassment victims rarely engage (Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001). Responses to these behavioral forecasting questions were made on a five-point Likert scale anchored at 1 (not at all likely) and 5 (extremely likely).

Results and Discussion

Table 2 reports means and standard deviations. Results reveal significant effects of motivation reflection for two of the predicted actions: (1) tell the interviewer that it is none of his business ($F_{2,56} = 4.56$, $p = 0.02$, $\eta^2_p = 0.14$) and (2) get up and leave the interview ($F_{2,56} = 6.00$, $p = 0.004$, $\eta^2_p = 0.18$). Planned contrast analyses revealed that participants who received the specific motivation or general motivation reflections were significantly less likely to predict they would directly confront the interviewer by telling him it was none of his business ($t_{56} = 2.90$, $p = 0.005$) and less likely to get up and leave the interview ($t_{56} = 3.46$, $p = 0.001$) than those who received no reflection manipulation. There were no significant effects for ignoring the questions and doing nothing ($F_{2,56} = 1.00$) or reporting the incident to the supervisor ($F_{2,56} < 1$), although the results were in the predicted direction.

As predicted, forecasters who were asked to think about motivations that are likely salient at the time...
of the interview were less likely to predict that they would confront the harasser, and these predictions were more in line with the actual behavioral responses of real sexual harassment victims (see Fitzgerald et al. 1995, Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001). These results suggest that having individuals think about the underlying motivations that may be salient during the interview may help reduce behavioral forecasting errors. Overall, the results support our argument that one reason for such errors is the failure to consider one’s specific and general motivations that are salient in the actual situation.

Study 4: Reducing Interpersonal Condemnation

The next study tests whether highlighting the specific motivation from Study 3—getting the job—would decrease derogation of passive victims. We predicted that contemplating an actual motivation that is likely to occur will not only increase the accuracy of behavioral forecasts as demonstrated in Study 3 but also improve observer’s evaluations of the passive victim of the harassment. Instead of just focusing on the passive behavior and drawing dispositional and condemning inferences, turning attention to the situation and the motivations it activates will likely decrease interpersonal condemnation.

In addition to manipulating motivation reflection, we also manipulated the behavioral response of the victim, whether the victim did nothing against the harassment or confronted the harasser by refusing to answer the questions. We included this manipulation to vary the level of alignment between the typical observed behavior and the typical behavioral forecast. We predicted that reflecting on an important motivation would have a greater effect on evaluations when the victim took no action (a more typical observed behavior) than when she confronted the harasser (a more typical forecasted response).

Method

Participants and Design. Participants were 52 female undergraduates who were paid $10. The design of the study was a 2 (candidate’s behavioral response: confronted the male interviewer versus did not confront the male interviewer) × 2 (motivation reflection: importance of getting a job reflection versus no reflection) between-participants design.

Procedure. As in Study 3, the first task for the participants in the motivation reflection condition involved thinking about their motivations in a job interview. Because Study 3 found no difference between the specific motivation (i.e., getting the job) and the general motivation (i.e., getting along with others), only the specific motivation reflection from Study 3 was used. The manipulation of reflection consisted of two levels. Participants in the motivation reflection condition were asked to imagine that they were interviewing for a research assistant position and to think about how important it was for them to get the job. They did this before reading or knowing about the harassment scenario. Participants in the no reflection condition did not complete a reflection task prior to reading the harassment scenario.

Participants then read the same scenario used in Study 1, but we varied whether the job candidate took any action. The manipulation of behavioral response consisted of two levels: participants were told that the female candidate either “refused to answer any of the three questions” (confronted) or “answered all three questions” (not confronted).

Dependent Measures. As in Studies 1 and 2, after reading the sexual harassment scenario, participants were asked to provide their overall impression of the candidate using a seven-point scale (1 = very unfavorable, 7 = very favorable).

Results and Discussion

Results revealed a significant main effect for behavioral response ($F_{1,48} = 32.60$, $p = 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.40$). Participants in the confronted condition had a significantly more positive overall impression of the candidate (mean = 5.33, $SD = 0.87$) than those in the not confronted condition (mean = 3.68, $SD = 1.41$). There was also a significant main effect for motivation reflection ($F_{1,48} = 6.64$, $p = 0.01$, $\eta^2_p = 0.12$). Participants who considered the importance of getting a job prior to reading or learning about the sexual harassment scenario had a significantly more positive overall impression of the candidate (mean = 4.89, $SD = 1.09$) than those who were not asked to reflect on this motivation (mean = 4.16, $SD = 1.65$). Having participants reflect on an important motivation that they would likely experience in the actual situation (i.e., getting the job) led participants to derogate the candidate less than participants who were not asked to reflect on this motivation.

As predicted, these main effects were qualified by a significant behavioral response × reflection interaction
(\(F_{1,48} = 5.80, \ p = 0.02, \ \eta^2_p = 0.11\)). Reflecting on an important motivation (versus no reflection) prior to learning about the sexual harassment scenario affected evaluations of the victim more when the victim took no action, the typical response in reality (mean = 4.38, SD = 1.12 versus mean = 2.92, SD = 1.31), than when she confronted the harasser, the typical forecasted response (mean = 5.36, SD = 0.84 versus mean = 5.31, SD = 0.95).

Study 4 replicated the effects of Studies 1 and 2 by showing that passive victims of sexual harassment are punished by observers. But when observers first reflected on a motivation likely experienced in the situation but ignored in forecasts, they were less likely to derogate the victim who stayed passive. These results suggest that observers are more understanding toward victims who fail to confront their harassers when they consider the motivations that they themselves, similar to the victim, would likely experience in the actual situation.

**Study 5: Recalling Past Experiences of Being Intimidated and Judgmental Generosity**

In the final study, we examine whether recalling a past experience of being personally intimidated—a similar but different experience than sexual harassment—also reduces condemnation of the victim. In particular, we examine whether recalling an instance when one experienced intimidation in the workplace and did nothing about it (i.e., took no action) and the motivations they experienced would reduce condemnation of the passive sexual harassment victim compared to recalling an instance when one experienced intimidation and took action and to a baseline condition that did not recall a past experience.

The current research complements and goes beyond the findings of Balcetis and Dunning (2008) by showing that recalling a past situation of intimidation and the motivations experienced can lead to less condemnation of passive sexual harassment victims and more sympathy by observers even though the situation is not the same as that experienced by the sexual harassment victim. This is an important extension because identical experiences can be difficult to replicate (i.e., not everyone is the victim of sexual harassment). The experience of a more general intimidation situation is more common and thus may be a more useful tool in reducing the negative consequences of behavioral forecasting errors. We predicted that recalling a situation where they were intimidated and remained passive, just like the sexual harassment victim they would later evaluate, would help people better understand the situational forces experienced by the passive victim and lead them to condemn the victim less.

**Method**

Participants and Design. Participants were 101 women collected from an online subject pool. The mean age of the participants was 42.6 years, and they had an average of 193 months full-time work experience. The design of the study was a single-factor, between-participants design with three levels of the manipulated variable: the no action recall versus the action recall versus the no recall control condition.

Procedure. Participants in the two recall conditions recalled an incident in the workplace where someone intimidated them (adapted from Baumeister et al. 1990). Participants in the action recall condition recalled an incidence of intimidation when they took action against the intimidation. Participants in the no action recall condition recalled an incidence of intimidation when they took no action against it. Specifically, participants were asked the following (manipulation in brackets):

Describe an incident in which someone did something to you in the workplace that intimidated you, an occurrence in which someone really upset you, where you [did something about it (i.e., took action)/did nothing about it (i.e., took no action)]. Nearly everyone has experienced such things more than once; please choose an especially important and memorable event. Please spend 5–10 minutes thinking and writing about this experience below. Please be thorough and provide the full story. Also, describe the motivations you were experiencing which led you to [take/not take any] action.

Participants were given space to describe this experience in writing. Only 3 out of 101 participants recalled a sexually harassing situation, and dropping them from the analysis did not change the pattern of results. Following this recall task, participants were given a filler sentence completion task wherein they were given a series of five words and had to form four-word, grammatically correct sentences. An example included “talked we her the with,” which could form the sentence “We talked with her.” Participants in the no recall control condition began their study with this filler task.

Upon completion of the filler task, participants were presented the sexual harassment job interview scenario used in Study 1 and were asked to evaluate the passive victim in terms of overall impression (1 = very unfavorable, 7 = very favorable), the extent to which the candidate would make an excellent research assistant (1 = not at all, 7 = very), and how strongly and positively they would recommend the candidate for the research assistant position (1 = not at all, 7 = very).

**Results and Discussion**

Results revealed a significant effect of recall for two out of the three evaluation items: overall impression (\(F_{2,98} = 3.30, \ p = 0.04, \ \eta^2_p = 0.06\)) and extent to which
Table 3  Means and Standard Deviations for Evaluation of Passive Candidate (Study 5)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recall no action</th>
<th>Recall action</th>
<th>No recall control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>3.97 (1.64)</td>
<td>2.92 (1.44)</td>
<td>3.38 (1.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent to which candidate makes excellent RA</td>
<td>4.31 (1.56)</td>
<td>3.27 (1.22)</td>
<td>3.61 (1.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation for job</td>
<td>4.14 (1.53)</td>
<td>3.58 (1.39)</td>
<td>3.41 (1.65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RA, research assistant.

the candidate would make an excellent research assistant ($F_{2,98} = 3.76$, $p = 0.03$, $\eta^2_p = 0.07$). Planned contrasts revealed that participants who had earlier recalled and written about an experience when they were intimidated in the workplace and took no action evaluated the candidate overall more positively than those in the control condition who did not recall a prior experience and those who had recalled an experience when they were intimidated and took action ($t_{98} = 2.46$, $p = 0.02$). A similar pattern was found with ratings of the extent to which they thought the candidate would make an excellent research assistant ($t_{98} = 2.62$, $p = 0.01$). There was also a similar marginally significant contrast for recommendation ($t_{98} = 1.90$, $p = 0.07$) (see Table 3).

Study 5 demonstrates that recalling a personal situation of intimidation affected condemnation of a passive sexual harassment victim. More specifically, our results show that people who recalled an experience of being intimidated in the workplace when they took no action against the intimidation evaluated the passive sexual harassment victim more positively even though the recalled situation was not the same as that experienced by the victim.

General Discussion
The current studies extend research and theory. First, we highlight that interpersonal evaluations and behaviors are affected by behavioral forecasts. Second, we identify the failure to consider underlying motivations in the imagined situation as an important factor in producing faulty forecasts and interpersonal condemnation of passive victims. We further demonstrate that we can align those forecasts with actual behavior by considering these motivations, and this can, in turn, minimize the condemnation of passive victims.

Theoretical Implications
Studies 1 and 2 reveal that behavioral forecasts are often associated with interpersonal condemnation. Specifically, observers evaluated passive victims of sexual harassment more harshly to the extent that they forecasted that they themselves would take action against or confront the harasser. These evaluations have significant organizational consequences because observers were also less likely to recommend the victim for a job or, if hired, work with that victim. The link between forecasting errors and interpersonal condemnation is problematic because forecasts tend to be overly optimistic, predicated on the false assumption that one would confront the harasser more than one actually does (Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001). Our studies establish a relationship between forecasts on the one hand and interpersonal evaluations and behaviors on the other.

In an attempt to identify how the negative interpersonal effects of behavioral forecasts can be attenuated, we first examined why behavioral forecasts are often inaccurate. We argued that behavioral forecasting errors occur in part because forecasters ignore important motivations that will be experienced in the actual situation. Study 3 explored whether having forecasters reflect on these motivations would align their predictions more with actual behaviors. The results demonstrate that individuals who reflected on both context-specific and general motivations that are salient during the actual experience of a job interview but not during forecasting led to predictions that were more similar to the behaviors of actual sexual harassment victims (Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001). These findings support our notion that one possible cause of behavioral forecasting errors is the failure to consider the likely motivations experienced in the actual situation. Hence, this research contributes to the literature on behavioral forecasting by identifying another cause of behavioral forecasting errors.

Study 4 demonstrated how the findings from Study 3 might offer hope for reducing forecasting-induced interpersonal condemnations. In this study, observers who were asked to reflect on an important motivation experienced in the actual sexually harassing situation but not forecast to be important—desire to get the job for which one is interviewing—derogated the passive sexual harassment victim less than baseline participants. Finally, Study 5 demonstrated that recalling a situation when one was intimidated and took no action against the intimidation evaluated the passive sexual harassment victim less than baseline participants. Our results go beyond previous findings by demonstrating that even simply imagining the motivations without directly experiencing them (Study 4) and recalling a personal experience of intimidation and remaining passive in the workplace that was not the same as that of the observed passive victim (Study 5) can also produce less bias and condemnation.

Our results also demonstrate that perspective taking, or adopting the perspective of the other person (Davis 1983), without attending to the situational motivations is not a panacea. Imagining one’s own behavior in a certain situation is, in essence, a behavioral forecast, and given the biases inherent and endemic to these forecasts (Diekmann et al. 2003, Epley and Dunning 2006), perspective taking may at times increase rather
Organizational Implications

Overall, our findings have important implications for organizations. Judging others against the standard of one’s own biased forecasts rather than the standard of one’s actual behavior can produce negative interpersonal consequences: we may condemn others for not standing up to harassing miscreants. Mispredicting that we would confront a sexual harasser may not only make us less sympathetic and more likely to blame actual victims of harassment who have done nothing to rail against their harasser, but such attitudes and beliefs may lead to feelings of shame or guilt by the actual harassment victims (Woodzicka and LaFrance 2001) and other negative psychological and physical costs discussed previously (Liden et al. 2000, Rook 1992), further increasing the costs to both the passive victim and the organization.

Unrestrained incivility in the work environment can become the defining characteristic of the workplace and can permeate every aspect of the organization (Andersson and Pearson 1999, Pearson et al. 2001). As has been argued previously, reducing sexual harassment and other forms of intimidation is a cost-effective strategy for organizations (Faley et al. 1999). We argue that it is also important for organizations to mitigate the condemnation of passive victims by coworkers in the organization because these forms of social undermining have been shown to negatively affect organizational commitment and subjective well-being and increase counterproductive behavior (Duffy et al. 2002).

Aside from these economic benefits to the organization, we believe that it is important from a human sustainability perspective (Pfeffer 2010), wherein employees’ health and well-being are improved by reducing such condemnation. Whereas other researchers have focused on specific policies to minimize sexual harassment (Fitzgerald et al. 1995, 1997; Neuman and Baron 1998), it seems equally important that managers recognize the psychological processes affecting the organizational response to the victim (including those from coworkers, human resource administrators, and the managers themselves). Greater recognition of the motivations victims experience in the face of harassment can allow people to recognize that they would similarly take less action and remain more passive if they were in the same or a similar situation and consequently be less likely to condemn those individuals who remained passive in the face of actual harassment.

Our research shows that the key to reducing such condemnation is for coworkers and managers to truly realize what the victim is likely experiencing; only then will they understand why the victim remains passive. When this happens, observers are more likely to empathize with the passive victim, show compassion rather than condemnation, and possibly even take action themselves to stop the offending behavior. Observers in Study 4 who were asked to reflect on an important motivation likely experienced in the situation were less likely to evaluate the passive victim negatively. As such, we encourage people who are evaluating others to think about the motivations they are likely to experience if faced with the same situation, possibly thinking back to a related personal experience (e.g., interviewing for a job) and the motivations that influenced them (e.g., desire to get the job). Observers in Study 5 who were asked to recall an experience where they were intimidated in the workplace and remained passive were less likely to evaluate the passive sexual harassment victim negatively. These results suggest that when evaluating others, people should think about similar experiences they have had in the workplace to develop a better understanding of the situational forces likely affecting the person they are evaluating.

These findings have important implications for the design of sexual harassment training programs. Specifically, we recommend that such training include discussion of the typical experiences and motivations of sexual harassment victims, in addition to learning what behaviors constitute sexual harassment and why victims often remain passive. This will give employees a better understanding of the situation and motivations experienced by the victim, enabling them to “see” and “feel” the situation as it really is and to truly understand why victims remain passive. Discussion should also include information on forecasting errors and people’s general tendency to predict more action than they actually engage in as well as the consequences of such errors. These types of discussions will make employees aware of their general tendency to mispredict what they would do in similar situations and the consequences of their erroneous predictions.

Awareness training, however, is often not enough. Research by Patricia Devine on reducing implicit bias (see her interview with Murray-Law 2011) suggests that reducing bias is similar to breaking any habit and identifies another step beyond just awareness of one’s bias (in our case, the tendency to mispredict) and simply understanding the consequences of that bias (condemnation of passive victims)—namely, learning to replace the biased behavior with nonbiased behavior. One way of learning to replace the biased behavior is through skill-based training. Research has shown that skill-based
training is critical for attitudinal and behavioral change with regard to diversity issues such as sexual harassment (Perry et al. 2009). One skill-based approach that has been suggested in the construal literature is to rehearse or practice for future events (Trope and Liberman 2003). According to construal theory, the problem with our forecasts is that when we are forecasting, we are psychologically distant from the event, and we do not see the concrete details of the situation (i.e., lower-level construal), but rather have a more abstract and decontextualized view of the situation (i.e., higher-level construal). By role-playing being both a victim and observer of harassment, we may not only be better able to fully understand the likely experiences and motivations of real victims (through a lower-level construal) but also to practice our responses so that if and when an actual harassing situation occurs, we will be prepared to deal with it either as a victim or observer. By doing so, both as future potential victims and observers of sexual harassment, organizational members may be better able to plan and possibly identify ways to change their future behavior. Those who become victims in the future may be better prepared by having previously identified how they could successfully respond against the sexual harassment and have a plan in place. Similarly, those who become observers of sexual harassment in the future may have previously identified how they could support the victim rather than condemn her (Gentile 2010, Tenbrunsel et al. 2010). Indeed, this notion of practicing, in terms of “implementation intentions” (Gollwitzer 1999, Gollwitzer and Sheeran 2006, Nickerson and Rogers 2010) and “scripting” (Gentile 2010), has been shown to be critical in attitudinal and behavioral change.

The erroneous behavioral forecasts and the condemnation of passive victims of harassment by observers that we have identified here can prevent real advances in public and organizational policies. Passive responders belie the need for organizational redress or protective policies because false behavioral forecasts can blind organizational leaders and others to these necessary changes. Given the significant individual and organizational costs of sexual harassment, institutions need to find ways to prevent such behavior and, when it occurs, to identify ways to help victims cope (Cortina and Wasti 2005). By incorporating the psychological process of victims and observers of sexual harassment into organizational practices and policies, organizational leaders can increase their understanding of the reactions of victims and observers in the organization. Doing so should help them better manage those reactions and possibly even minimize the occurrence of harassment in the future.

Conclusion
Recognizing the psychological barriers that we have in predicting how we would feel and behave in imagined situations and understanding why these errors occur is important not only for our own personal self-interest but also for others who are affected by our judgments of them. Learning why people mispredict their behavior is important because only then can solutions be identified to increase predictive accuracy and minimize the negative consequences to both the individual victims of sexual harassment and the organization as a whole that may arise from such behavioral forecasting errors and condemnation. We hope this research is a step in that direction.
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